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“The school shall have served its purpose best, fulfilled its object effectively,

if, in addition to the teaching of the three R’s and all the things that go by the

scholastic name, the wonderful niceties of life are also inculcated, without which

man as a gregarious animal would be written down in history as a failure.

Let  the school be the centre, the nucleus, the focus, radiating not distrust,

not factions, not a spirit of partnership, but the spirit of oneness and harmony

towards conjoint effort and the fulfilment of  conjoint purpose and the reaching

towards that goal for which all of us are yearning.”

Dr. C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar
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CHAIRPERSON’S MESSAGE

THE GROVE SCHOOL has grown beautifully, from a nursery school

limited to kindergarten classes, to a large Secondary School.  The results of

the Std. X Secondary Examination held in 2012 were truly heartening.  We

obtained 100% first classes, including a dyslexic student who wrote with an

aid of a scribe, another Grove student from a lower class.  My congratulations

to the Principal, teachers, students and parents for their hard work and

cooperation to make this possible.

While education is important and remains our primary focus, we have

tried to look beyond the 3 R’s.  Our children now learn classical music,

Bharata Natyam, a variety of sports, drawing and painting, karate, etc.  It is

important that when a child leaves school, he/she is more than a marks

machine.  The child must be truly an all-rounder, refined in mind and body,

who can hold his/her own in the best of situations and in the most difficult

of circumstances. Small classes, close bonding and dedication will make all

this reality.

This academic year, we introduced the Smart Class which, with the

support of our computer division, has made the students adept at using

computer applications and programmes.

THE GROVE SCHOOL was inspected by the Council for the Indian School

Certificate Examinations (CISCE), which has been pleased to award us

permanent recognition.  It is our hope and endeavour that we will live up to
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Dr. Nanditha KrishnaDr. Nanditha KrishnaDr. Nanditha KrishnaDr. Nanditha KrishnaDr. Nanditha Krishna

Chairperson.Chairperson.Chairperson.Chairperson.Chairperson.

the best standards of the Board, and carry forward the educational traditions

set in motion by Dr. C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar, a pioneer in education in India.
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THE GROVE SCHOOL is bringing out the Students’ Magazine giving

an opportunity to the students to display their talents by contributing

articles as well as in art.  I am very happy that they have brought out

very good material exhibiting their talents.  I offer my congratulations to

Dr. Nanditha Krishna, Chairperson, for her efforts in starting the School,

the Principal,  teachers, and the staff for their guidance to students in

bringing out a good magazine.

M. Bargavi DevendraM. Bargavi DevendraM. Bargavi DevendraM. Bargavi DevendraM. Bargavi Devendra
CorrespondentCorrespondentCorrespondentCorrespondentCorrespondent

SECRETARY’S MESSAGE
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THE PRINCIPAL SPEAKS…

We are extremely happy to place before you the third Annual issue of

our school magazine – The Sacred Grove.

As you browse through the pages, you will come across the scholarly

and artistic pursuits of our young contributers. The contents are varied,

creative and original, as the students have included a mixed bag of stories,

poems, narratives and drawings. We hope our readers would appreciate

the efforts of our budding writers and artists. We hope our readers would

appreciate the efforts of our budding writers and artists.

We wish to place on record our sincere thanks to our Chairperson

Dr. Nanditha Krishna and Hon. Correspondent Ms.M. Bhargavi Devendra

who have helped us in all our endeavours. With their guidance and patronage,

we have been able to build and grow. We also wish to thank the staff members

of the C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation, the little minds that have contributed

a lot, our printers for their utmost co-operation and above all, our editorial

staff who made it possible to release our School Magazine in all its splendor.

Mrs. Kala DoraisamyMrs. Kala DoraisamyMrs. Kala DoraisamyMrs. Kala DoraisamyMrs. Kala Doraisamy
PPPPPrincipal.rincipal.rincipal.rincipal.rincipal.
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EDITORIAL BOARD

Layout  & Design : R. Sathya Narayanan

Publisher : Malathy Narasimhan

The editorial board of THE GROVE SCHOOL worked with great passion and

spirit to bring out The Sacred Grove reflecting and celebrating the skills of

our young prodigies.

CHIEF EDITOR : Mrs. Kala Doraisami

CO-ORDINATOR : Mrs. S.M. Sujatha

STAFF REPRESENTATIVES:

Mrs. C. Bhuvaneshwari

Miss T.P. Leena

Mrs. S. Bhuvaneshwari

Mrs. Rupali Venugopal

Mr. V.Muthupandi

Mr. T.Gandhiraj

Mrs. K. Shantha Devi

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES:

T.K. Vedavalli Std X

C. Nithya Std X

Ajit Srinivasan Std. X

N.P. Jhanavi Std.  IX
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ANNUAL REPORT – 2012 – 2013

It is indeed our proud honour and privilege to present the highlights of

the activities of The Grove School for the year 2012 – 2013. In our Grove

school every child is important and has to be appreciated for what he or she

chooses to do.

Quality is never an accident. It is always the result of high intention,

sincere efforts, intelligence and skillful execution. With great joy I wish to

state that we are now permanently affliated to the ICSE council.

Quality time spent on valuable lectures, and meaningful input exchange

between teachers and students have been signature traits of result oriented

programmes of The Grove School. In solemn and humble pride, I wish to

express that all our first batch of Std X students secured first class with

distinction in the Board examinations conducted by ICSE Council S. Shashank

topped the school with an aggregate of 91.2%. Our second batch students

will soon appear for the Board exams and we sincerely wish them all the best.

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

Faculty development programmes form an integral part of the institution

where the opportunities are provided to our staff members to interact, learn

and develop their knowledge, skills and competence. Our teachers are sent to

various training programmes and workshops besides attending a number of

in house programmes.

Dr. Nanditha Krishna addressed the teachers and asked them to work

as a team committed to excellence and establish purpose before action. All

the teachers attended a workshop which taught them the ways to handle

hyper – active children.
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Mrs. Sumathi Krishnan, our Board Member gave our teachers valuable

advice about effective teaching methods.

Mrs. C. Bhuvaeswari and Miss. T.P Leena attended a workshop on the

training needs of school counselors and teachers conducted at MGR Janaki

college.

Mrs. S. Shanmugavalli attended a lecture programme consucted by the

Institute of Mathematical Sciences.

Mrs. Vidya Srinivasan and Mrs. R. Nirmala  attended a programme for

the Kindergarden teachers held at the British Council, Chennai.

I as a principal along with Vice Principal Mrs.S.M.Sujatha attended the

All India Principal’s Meet held at Kolkata.

NIIT professionals gave a week long training to all the teachers about

using the digital board for teaching purposes.

STUDENTS ACHIVEMENTS

Education apart, our students taste success in different fields. Success

is good fortune that comes from aspiration, desperation, perspiration and

inspiration. Our students crave for success, work for success and get success.

A right balance of excellence in academics and extra curricular participation

in competitions at the inter school intra school and the national level is another

remarkable feat that always place us on high repute. With great pride we

introduce our children who have brought laurels to the institution. They dream

big and let their dreams follow with action.

Our Std III student S. Vigneswar Baba won the sixth place in the National

level competition conducted by Maars International Spelling Bee.
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The Chinmaya Mission organized a mass chanting of Bhagvat Geeta

chapter XII at our school. Hansini Badrinath of UKG won the first prize in the

inter school competition of Gita Chanting.

She also won a II prize in story telling competition in Sanskrit language

organized by Sanskrita Bharathi.

Nidhi S. Parrikh won first prize in the Origami Competition conducted

by The Times of India.

The prestigious newspaper chose our Std X student C. Nithya as the

best student reporter and presented her with a Star Reporter Award. Nithya

along with T.K. Vedavalli won second prize in the inter school competitions

conducted by Council of Indian School Certificate Examinations. Nithya also

represented the South Zone at Kolkata in the Creative Writing Competition

conducted at the National level by the ICSE council.

N. Madhushree and G. Niveditha represented our school in ‘Creating

wealth from waste’ programmes of the Times of India.

G. Niveditha and Shreyas won distinction in the interschool Sanskrit

examination conducted by Sanskrit Pariksha.

Bagya Shree Ram and Divya Shree Ram participated successfully in

the Margazi  Bala Utsavan organized by Sir Sumukhi Rajasekharan Memorial

Foundation.

Now let me introduce our budding artists with pride. Satvika of LKG,

Manya Kasat of UKG, P.Radhika of Std III, V. Varshini of Std V, V. Dhivya

Dharshini of Std VI and Vignesh Raj of Std VIII won prizes in the art

competitions organized by the Global Event Managers.
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Priyanta B. Shah of Std IV won the I prize in the art competition

conducted by the Deccan Chronicle.

Dhruv Panchal won the II prize in the interschool painting competition

conducted by the Axis Bank. Jeoff Antony of Std VIII  and Jeffiya of Std VII

won the painting competitons conducted by the Global Art Association.

A lot of our students participated in the interschool competitions

organized by various schools like the Vel’s Billabong School, Sir Sivaswami

Kalalaya, APL Global school etc.

Adwaith and Madhushree of Std VI won I prize in the Sanskrit Oratorical

competitions held at Sir Sivaswamy  Kalalaya. S. Padmaja of std VII won the

consolation prize in the Creative Writing competition by the same school.

In the interschool Sanskrit Drama competition organized by

C.P.Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation, we bagged the prestigious I prize.

R. Abhishek and Shreyas Santhosh were chosen as the best actors.

We have a lot of budding sportsmen too among our children. We

successfully took part in the interschool sports competitions organized at

various cities of Tamil Nadu by the ICSE Council. They competed with other

schools in the Basket Ball, Lawn Tennis and Cricket. Dinesh of

Std VII and Aditya of Std VI are upcoming Tennis stars of the Grove School.

V.Vijay Karthick of Std III won a gold medal in the interschool

Badminton tournament.

K. Aditi and Sai Dev Bala of UKG won medals in the Yoga competition

conducted by Dr. Asana Andiappam Yoga centre.

S. Lakshman won a third place in the Karate competition organized by

Colt Institute of Karate and Holistic health.
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In the Chennai District Roller Skating competition O. Pranathi and

A. Kayal  won Bronze Medals.

Abhinav P.Panchal, Dhruv P.Panchal, R. Siddarth, G. Mahaashwath

and D. Dinesh won in the Netz indoor cricket tournament, conducted by

Tamilnadu Cricket Association. Abhinav Panchal was declared as the man of

the Match.

K. G. ANNUAL DAY

‘We find delight in the beauty and happiness of children that makes the

heart too big for the body’ Our K.G. children celebrate their annual day and

present a variety entertainment programme. This has created self confidence

in our young children.

We celebrate Independence Day, Republic Day, Guru Poornima as

Teachers Day, World Earth day and many religious festivals in a fitting

manner. Children are given a chance to talk in the assembly about various

subjects.

SPORTS DAY

Life offers the best possible things for those who want. Not content into

scoring excellent grades in academics, our students have proved their

abilities in the field of sports also. The Annual Sports Day was held at the

indoor auditorium of Y.M.C.A grounds.  Mr. V.V. Kumar, former test Cricketer

honoured us by being our chief guest. Our students put up a colourful display

of drill, martial arts and games.

As Lewis Cass say ‘people may doubt what you say but they believe

what you do’. We also believe that work spares us from three evils – need, vice

and greed as told by Voltair.
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PROJECT DAY

Project day is another big event of the Grove School. The project this
year entitled HEALTH IS WEALTH was held in the month of December.
Children had an opportunity to hear talks by eminent Doctors in the various
fields of medicines.

MEDICAL INSPECTION

‘He who has health has hope and He who has hope has everything’
- says an Arabian Proverb

As we give importance to medical fitness, health check up for all the
students was conducted by Dr. S. Srinivasan and eye check up by the Doctors
from Vasan Eye Care Hospital. They also advised the students necessary
precautions to be taken to avoid eye strain.

FIELD TRIPS

Education should not be confined within the four walls of the school.
Our children from Pre KG to Std X were taken to various places of educational
interest for actual learning. Children from VI to X went to Coorg and Mysore
for their field trips.

Nature is an infinite sphere of which the centre is everywhere and the
circumference is now where. Our Nature club has taken up the task of
beautifying our campus. The Kindness Kids club conducted various
competitions and gave away the prizes to the deserving children. The children
are taught to love and care for the animals. They enjoyed their visits to the
Blue Cross of Chennai. Our higher class students conducted the joy of
giving week and visited an nearby orphanage. They realised that if we live for
others, others will live for us. As Bhagavat Gita says “Giving simply because
it is right to give without thought of return at a proper time in proper

circumstances and to a proper person is enlightened giving”.
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CONCLUSION

Goals should always be a challenge. But one has to check, at all times

that one is getting towards the goal. We set our goal – perfection. Everyday

we strive constantly towards the goal.

Our young students have a mysterious power within them which makes

it possible to achieve the impossible goals, to see the invisible and hear the

inaudible.

Recognizing the enormity of this noble task, no stone is left unturned to

develop the young scholars as worthy human beings. Good timber does not

grow with ease; stronger the wind, stronger the trees. To help us achieve this

goal, it is appropriate to recall the efforts of our beloved Hon Director

Dr. Nanditha Krishna who laid a strong foundation through her dedication,

direction and deeds of kindness to place the institution in its present position.

We place on record our sincere thanks to our President Dr. Sarojini

Varadappan, Our Hon. Correspondent Miss Bharghavi Devendra and all the

members of the Managing Committee of the Grove School.

Determination is what sets the ordinary people from extraordinary.

We have an extraordinary teaching faculty with a strong determination.

Our heartfelt thanks to the teaching and non teaching staff, parents

and well wishers for all their cooperation and help rendered to us.

We bow in reverence to the Almighty whose guiding hand has led us all

through and has helped us make the school what it is today.
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Dogmas of my School

T -  Thank all; Threat none

H -  Honest to all; Horror to none

E - Educate all; Enemy to none

G - Generous to all; Guide to none

R - Respect all; Rude to none

O - Outspoken to all; Order none

V - Value all; Violent to none

E - Explore all; Evil to none

S - Smile to all; Scold none

C - Compete all; Cheat none

H - Help all; Hate none

O - Obedient to all; Arrogant to none

O - Owe to all; Oppose to none

L - Love all; Loathe none

       D. Prithesh       D. Prithesh       D. Prithesh       D. Prithesh       D. Prithesh

                                                                                Std - VI                                                                                Std - VI                                                                                Std - VI                                                                                Std - VI                                                                                Std - VI

ENGLISH
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Friendship

Friendship is like a garden

You are the gardener

If you plant beautiful flowers,

It gives you lovely results.

If you plant poisonous flowers,

It gives you dangerous results.

And life is just as it is.

D. DhineshD. DhineshD. DhineshD. DhineshD. Dhinesh
                                                                               Std - IV                                                                               Std - IV                                                                               Std - IV                                                                               Std - IV                                                                               Std - IV

Wind

The South wind brings wet weather

The North wind brings wet and cold together

The West wind always brings us rain

The East wind blows it back again.

When the wind is in the East.

´Tis neither good for man or beast.

When the wind is in the North.

The skillful fisher goes not forth;

It blows the bait in the fisher’s mouth.

When the wind is in the west,

Then ´tis at the very best.

M. Monica PiyaaM. Monica PiyaaM. Monica PiyaaM. Monica PiyaaM. Monica Piyaa
                                                                                    Std - IV                                                                                    Std - IV                                                                                    Std - IV                                                                                    Std - IV                                                                                    Std - IV
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Holiday Trip

I went to Agra for my holiday.

I went to see the Taj Mahal.

I went to the playground.

I played with my brother in the playground.

My parents bought me a small Taj Mahal model.

I enjoyed my holiday trip.

V. SrinidhiV. SrinidhiV. SrinidhiV. SrinidhiV. Srinidhi
Std - IStd - IStd - IStd - IStd - I

Wooden Benches – A place to rest

As I rest in the park

On the wooden bench under the fig tree

I get the remembrance of my school days

Happy and carefree.

In class my friend and I

Would create the last bench

Laughing, joking, crunching and munching

Till it was time for lunch

Then off to the park – the bench

The best place in the world

Which had seen all moods – good and bad.

M. BharrathyM. BharrathyM. BharrathyM. BharrathyM. Bharrathy
         Std - IX         Std - IX         Std - IX         Std - IX         Std - IX
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Five Ethics of Life

Before you pray -  Believe

Before you speak - Listen

Before you spend - Earn

Before you write - Think

Before you quit - Try

S. Apsaraa SridharS. Apsaraa SridharS. Apsaraa SridharS. Apsaraa SridharS. Apsaraa Sridhar
                                                                                 Std - V                                                                                 Std - V                                                                                 Std - V                                                                                 Std - V                                                                                 Std - V

I Wish….

I wish I were a bird

So that I could fly up in the sky

I wish I were a ball

So that I could bounce to the sky.

I wish I were the sun

So that I could be bigger than everyone.

I wish I were a fish

So that I could swim in deep water.

I wish I were a tree

So that I could give fruits to others

Now I wish that I should be a child

So that I could be with my parents forever!

Joshua Joseph JulisonJoshua Joseph JulisonJoshua Joseph JulisonJoshua Joseph JulisonJoshua Joseph Julison
           Std - V           Std - V           Std - V           Std - V           Std - V
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Truth is bitter

All the animals and birds were invited for the Lion king’s birthday. At
the den, all the arrangements were made for a great feast. All the
beautifully dressed animals and birds reached the den with gifts at the
fixed time. The cake was cut. Everybody sang the birthday song and
enjoyed the feast. All the animals except the donkey had come for the
party. The next day the lion met the donkey and asked him about it.
The donkey said, “Oh I hate parties. I have to stay at home and relax.”
The donkey had told the truth which was bitter. The lion became angry.
He banished the donkey from the jungle. Since then the donkey has
lived with men and carried their loads because he had told the truth.

It is well said that truth is always bitter.

K. ShrivathsanK. ShrivathsanK. ShrivathsanK. ShrivathsanK. Shrivathsan
Std - IIStd - IIStd - IIStd - IIStd - II

Jokes
Flash News:-

There is a crack developed in one of the pillar of Gemini Flyover. Please

don’t travel over the bridge, because it cannot hold two cracks at a

time.

Cool……… Haa! Haa!

Scientific questions for  you

How does blood reach your Brain?

U don’t know!

Simple

Direction of liquid is always towards the empty space. Haa! Haa!

N.G. PrathamN.G. PrathamN.G. PrathamN.G. PrathamN.G. Pratham
                                                                                     Std - V                                                                                     Std - V                                                                                     Std - V                                                                                     Std - V                                                                                     Std - V
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How I taught my grandmother to read and write

It all happened just 5 years ago (2007),  while I was studying in I

Std. When I was doing my Hindi homework, my grandmother sat

next to me and she was keen on knowing the way of writing. Everyday

she used to do this. Over a period of time, I  came to know that she

was very much interested in learning Hindi. She directly asked me

if I could teach her Hindi. Her interest drove me to teach her daily.

I started getting lots of books exclusively to teach her. I followed

proper syllabus and proceeded step by step. This helped me score

more marks in Hindi and it improved my standard in Hindi. As

years passed by, she started reading Hindi hoardings and small

write ups. On the Teacher’s day she gave me a gift and she treated

me as a teacher. I was overjoyed and was proud of my student. This

made me realise that “Learning is a process which cannot be ended”

Akshay Mani. SAkshay Mani. SAkshay Mani. SAkshay Mani. SAkshay Mani. S

                                                                               Std - VI                                                                               Std - VI                                                                               Std - VI                                                                               Std - VI                                                                               Std - VI
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Our National Flag

There is no king without a crown. Similarly no nation is without a

flag of its own. The National flag of India is a horizontal rectangular

tricolor flag. Its upper part in saffron represents courage and

sacrifice. Middle part in white represents truth, purity and peace.

Ashok chakra - 24 spoke wheel in navy blue at its centre represents

laws of dharma. Lower part in green represents prosperity. National

flag is a sacred thing for the citizen of the country. When we honour

our national flag it is considered as an honour to our motherland.

Jai Hind

K. ShrivathsanK. ShrivathsanK. ShrivathsanK. ShrivathsanK. Shrivathsan
Std - IIStd - IIStd - IIStd - IIStd - II

New Year

New year is a time to celebrate as it is the beginning of a year. On
January 1 people greet each other, distribute sweets, go to temple
to get blessings from God for the whole year. Some children wear
new clothes and burst crackers.

People start their celebrations on the eve of New Year. They arrange
for the new year parties and some go to the temples.

As January 1 is a holiday for most of the people many people plan
to go for an outing. Even I go out with my parents and enjoy. I love
to celebrate New Year.

P. ArunrajP. ArunrajP. ArunrajP. ArunrajP. Arunraj
   Std - II   Std - II   Std - II   Std - II   Std - II
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My Pet cat

We found a cat near our house.

It’s our pet now

My cat’s name is Rohit

It is our favorite cat and we love Rohit the most

It is fond of our grandpa

It eats biscuits and drinks milk.

Most of the time it sleeps.

He plays with me and my sister.

After we come from school Rohit comes to us.

Whenever we go out leaving him behind, he mews.

It plays with balls too.

I love my pet very much.

D. AditiD. AditiD. AditiD. AditiD. Aditi
Std - IIStd - IIStd - IIStd - IIStd - II

Jokes

1. Rahul :- I told my mom and dad that I wanted to see the world

Rohit:- What did  they do?

Rahul:- They bought me an Atlas (World map)

2. Vineet:- Puneet, your father is a teacher, but your elder sister can’t

read a single word

Puneet:- So what? Your father is a dentist and your little brother

doesn’t have a single tooth.

Dhruv P.PDhruv P.PDhruv P.PDhruv P.PDhruv P.P
  II Std  II Std  II Std  II Std  II Std
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Lightning in the night

On a bright sunny day
The emerald leaves sway
In their own merry way
But that is the end to the robust day.

Dusk brings dark, dark clouds,
The whole world it shrouds
Angrily as they loom,
Grumbling and muttering.

When the dark gray, gray monsters clash
Preceding an ominous rumble
The awe – inspiring sight making us tremble
A molten light spelling trouble.

Its intense light binds our sight
Its ferocity induces fright
In all its beauty and night
Lightning makes it a glorious night.

As it forks through the sky, so high
Never minding of the human’s plight.
When nothing is in sight,
It becomes a dreadful night
The lightning crashes
Leaving the man charred
He is caught unaware

And his family’s happiness unmarred
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The morning did come

Bringing grief to the home

Their father would never come

Because of the lightning in the night.

T.K. VedavalliT.K. VedavalliT.K. VedavalliT.K. VedavalliT.K. Vedavalli
       Std - X       Std - X       Std - X       Std - X       Std - X

A Journey by Train

Travelling by train is very exciting. My family goes every summer to

Mumbai by train, to visit my grandparents. A train journey usually

requires tickets to be bought much before the date of departure. Since

there are several people going on a holiday during summer, there is a

rush for seats in the train. Passenger trains run on diesel engines and

are very comfortable with air-conditioned coaches that keep the dust

and heat away. It takes almost a whole day and night to reach Mumbai

from Chennai by train.

The train stopped at many stations. My mother has  packed food to be

eaten during the journey. There are vendors who offer good food to the

passengers. Hawkers also sell newspapers, magazines and story books

in the compartments. Many passengers who feel bored during the

journey spend their time reading. People travelling together get

acquainted with each other while children play games, sing songs and

generally enjoy themselves greatly!

S. Amrutha VarshiniS. Amrutha VarshiniS. Amrutha VarshiniS. Amrutha VarshiniS. Amrutha Varshini
       Std - IV       Std - IV       Std - IV       Std - IV       Std - IV
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Alien – Landing on Earth

My space shuttle fuel is low and I’m panicking. The fuel is soon over and

I know I’m going to crash somewhere. I’m freaking out and I look through

the window to know where I’m landing. I see the earth in the distance

and I sigh. My friends say the earth is a dangerous place. Anyway, I try

hitting the invisible button so that the earthlings don’t know of my arrival.

I  crash landed on a vast field of paddy. I hide my crashed space shuttle

and look around. No man I can see. But, I see someone in distance. I run

up to him in the disguise of an earthling and I say, “ Hello, How do you

do? He does not reply but he stands as still as a statue with a wide grin

on his face. He wears really queer clothes.

I try engaging him in a conversation but he does not even twitch. I try

hitting him but he shows no expression! I hear a faraway call. I turn

around and I see a woman dressed grandly with expensive gold on her.

She asks me mockingly, “ Why are you talking to the scarecrow? Got

some secret to tell?’ I reply politely saying, ‘Of course not, I was just

looking at it. But I was bewildered. That thing was a scarecrow! The lady

invites me to walk along and I gladly accept. She asks me my name and

I say twinkle (my cyber name). She then starts talking all about herself

and I notice we are now in a town. It is bursting to life with colour and a

lot of tiny light – giving things everywhere. I ask her what’s special today

and she gapes at me with her mouth open. She then asks me, “Were you

sleeping all year along? It’s Diwali today!” I then mumble something but
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she couldn’t catch and I tell her I’ve got to do shopping. I go into a

bookstore that’s the least crowded and I buy a book on Diwali. I pay the

shopkeeper the alien currency and he looks at me with a quizzical look

saying, “we do not accept stones, ma’ am. Only money is received’ and

gestures me to go. I change my currency into earthling’s currency and

shoot back, “Sir, you really must wear glasses. I have quite really placed

money on the counter.” The man is astonished and hands me the book.

I receive it and I sit down on a park bench to read.

But, I couldn’t read peacefully, the sound of crackers bursting and

children shouting made my head whirl. I walk around the park and a

sign grasps my attention. It says “Petrol Bunk – Left”. I go as per the

sign and I reach the petrol bunk. I notice that even though the earthlings

are very different, they use the same fuel that we do. I pay the petrol guy

some money and tell him I would like the petrol in a bottle. He does not

grasp my meaning, but finally he gave me a can of petrol. I receive it and

transport my way back to the field. I see the scarecrow and a tree and

my dear space-shuttle. I walk over to it and fill it with petrol. As I zoom

out of the earth’s atmosphere, I notice now bright, colourful, vivid and

lively earth  even after its queer beliefs. I wave back to the planet and

wish her good luck as I see the last of it.

S. PadmajaS. PadmajaS. PadmajaS. PadmajaS. Padmaja
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Pizza Trouble

They say that the kitchen is meant for a girl. But that is not true. Even a
girl can cause disasters in a kitchen. I had one such experience. It was
terrible.

It all started one Sunday night, my parents had gone out for a movie and
I was all alone. To pass time, I decided to cook something special for my
parents when they return. So I took out the cook books from the cupboard
and started going through them. I was looking at party – item recipes in
my mother’s special cook book. I found a recipe of a tomato-cheese pizza.
The picture looked interesting enough so I decided to try it. Fortunately,
I found all the ingredients in the pantry. I took out the knife and the
necessary vegetables and started randomly slicing them, and then what
else? I cut my finger!

Sucking my thumb like a small kid, I got the pan boiling and threw all
the poorly-cut vegetables inside. I made my dough ready next. I hope
that good dough resembled poor quality clay dough. When I thought the
vegetables were ready, I took the pan with my bare hands and of course,
I dropped it! It was boiling hot!

I dropped the pan on the floor and the vegetable which was meant to be
in the pizza was on the floor. But by the time, I got the second batch
ready, the dough had gone cold!

Finally, the pizza was ready. All I had to do was to get it in the oven. After
ten minutes of pressing different buttons of the microwave, I turned my
attention to plating up. I was taking the plates and spoons when I heard
a swishy sound. I turned around, a little nervous. I almost screamed
aloud! I had splattered ketchup on the cupboard!! I bent forward to wipe
it, but alas! I slipped on the potato peelings on the floor. I hit my head on
the cupboard and got my mother’s best apron, fully red in colour, thanks
to the sauce. And suddenly the cupboards opened and out fell all the
cookbooks, all over my head!!
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After I threw the apron in the washing machine, I went back to the kitchen.
I could smell something burning. Oh my God!! It was the pizza! But it
was too late. There was a loud explosion and there was the burnt pizza
filling and topping on the kitchen walls and floor. I took a glance at the
clock. It was 7.55! My parents could be here at any moment. I looked at
the kitchen and myself. The kitchen looked unrecognizable. I was  literally
camouflaged in it! Suddenly I heard footsteps. It was my parents! I quickly
changed into a spare and prepared myself for the worst. My parents
came in. I asked how the movie was and tried to hide my bandaged
finger. My parents went to the kitchen for a drink. I braced myself for
punishments and long lectures but I heard no sound. I slowly crept into
the kitchen. I found them  fainted on the floor right there!!!

Parvati A.SParvati A.SParvati A.SParvati A.SParvati A.S
       VII Std       VII Std       VII Std       VII Std       VII Std

Lost and found

I was living in London in the year 2009 – 10. My house was located in

Croydon. There was a fun fair exhibition in a huge park at a good distance

from my house. On a fine Saturday our family went there along with a

few more friends. There was a heavy crowd in the park. We were walking

slowly as a group, visiting all the stalls. Then my family went inside a

stall. I didn’t notice them and walked straight. When I looked back ,

I realized that I was lost in the crowd. I didn’t know what to do. I didn’t

know my parents phone number. Luckily, I saw a policeman behind.

I went to him and told him that I was lost. He took me to the nearest

public announcement system. They got my details and made an

announcement. On hearing it, my parents came and picked me up.

I was so relieved and happy to join my family.

S. Athreya SudarshanS. Athreya SudarshanS. Athreya SudarshanS. Athreya SudarshanS. Athreya Sudarshan
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A Birthday Disaster

I would like to share a very funny incident after which I have decided
that I would never cook with my little brother Sushant around.

It was my mother’s birthday and I wanted to do something really special
for her. I was pondering the previous day, what I could do for her.
I, finally came up with a plan. I thought I could cook something for her
as she is always cooking for us. My mother is a working woman and is
very busy throughout the day. My father asked her to take a holiday on
that day as it was her birthday. I told my father and my brother Sushant
about my plan of cooking for mom. My father asked what he could do
to help me. I asked him to take mom out for atleast two hours so that
I could prepare something scrumptious. Dad said he would take her
for a movie. I was relieved.

Sushant was really in zeal about the plan and readily agreed to do
anything. On mom’s birthday, Dad took her out for a movie. I bid them
goodbye and started thinking of something special to cook. I asked
Sushant and he immediately said, “Chocolate cake!!” We knew that
was mom’s favorite, so I got out the ingredients. Baking soda, maida,
cornflour and most importantly, chocolate. It was frozen chocolate so it
had to be melted. I got out a pan and kept it on the stove. I switched on
the stove, but did not light it. I had just remembered that I had forgotten
vanilla essence. I had just gone to get it from the cupboard when
I heard, “Boom”. When I turned back, I saw that the kitchen was on
fire. While I went to get the essence, my brother had started playing
with the lighter near the stove. One spark fell on the switched on stove
and that started the fire. I rescued my brother just in time. I opened all
windows and put a woolen blanket on the part which was burning.
I cursed myself for my carelessness. The place was in chaos. The plastic
bowl which I had put maida in had burnt. That was my mother’s favourite
utensil. Thankfully, nothing else was damaged. My brother was
disturbed so I asked him to lie down. I cleaned up all the mess and
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made a simple half-dozen chocolate muffins just in time. Just as I finished
the muffins, mom and dad came in. I hadn’t cleaned the mess really well
so it was obvious that something had happened. I gave a quick summary
of what had happened and made sure that I was emphatic on the sorry.
But thankfully, the muffins were a hit. Phew! atleast something to make
up for the mess and mom’s favourite bowl.

Sukrishna SankarSukrishna SankarSukrishna SankarSukrishna SankarSukrishna Sankar
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Grammar Family

A noun is the name of a thing,

A man, college, queen or king.

After the noun, pronoun stands,

Her eyes, nose and their hands.

Adjective tells the kinds of noun,

Small, little, white or brown.

Verbs tell of anything,

Dance, beat, teach, carry or run.

How things are done, adverbs tell

Happily, fairly, nicely or well.

Conjunction joins words together

Teach and taught, wind and weather.

Articles are only three,

A, an and definite the

All of these are parts of speech.

By which we learn and teach.

Rudrika SharmaRudrika SharmaRudrika SharmaRudrika SharmaRudrika Sharma
        Std - V        Std - V        Std - V        Std - V        Std - V
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Amazing Riddles

True Riddles

1. What do the number 11, 69 and 88 all have in common?

Ans: They read the same backwards and forward.

2. Leg is my leader.

Feet, fingers and ankles are my friends; I accompany and protect

my friends during daytime, But I am kept unprotected during

night.

Ans: Shoe

Joke Riddles

1. How do you put an elephant into a refrigerator?

Ans: By pasting its sticker inside the refrigerator.

2. What can you catch, but cannot throw?

Ans: Cold

3. Which is the key that brays?

Ans: Donkey

4. Before M.T. Everest was discovered, what was the tallest mountain

in the world?

Ans: No idea! Because I was not born at that time!

Logical Riddles

1. Which word of five letters have only fun left, when two letters are

removed?

Ans: Fun(ny) Funny

Nidhi S. ParikhNidhi S. ParikhNidhi S. ParikhNidhi S. ParikhNidhi S. Parikh
Std - VStd - VStd - VStd - VStd - V
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Alike
In form of feature, face and limb,
I grew so like my brother,
That folk got taking me for him
And each for one another.
It puzzled all our kith and kin
And it reached a fearful pitch,
One day (to make the matter worse)
Before our names were fixed,
As we were being bathed by nurse,
We got completely mixed;
And thus you see,
By fate decree,
(Or rather nurse’s whim)
My brother John got christened me,
And I got christened his.
This fatal likeness even dogged
My footsteps when at school,
 I was getting flogged,
For John turned out a fool.
I put this question hopelessly
To everyone I knew,
What would you do, If you were me
To prove that you were you?
Our close resemblance turned the tide
Of my domestic life.
For somehow my intended bride
Became my brother’s wife.
In short, year after year, the same
Absurd mistakes went on;
And when I died, the neighbours came
And buried brother John!

Madhushree. NMadhushree. NMadhushree. NMadhushree. NMadhushree. N
 Std - VI Std - VI Std - VI Std - VI Std - VI
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RIDDLES FOR YOU

Write the different animals and birds by the help of the clue given in the

bracket only one letter in each box

a) ( The king of the forest)

b) (National animal)

c) (Tallest land animal)

d) (National Bird)

e) (Largest land animal)

f) (Largest sea animal)

g) (Animal which mainly gives us milk)

h) (which animal catches mice)

Ans: LION, TIGER, GIRAFFE, PEACOCK, ELEPHANT, WHALE, COW, CAT

Mrunali SundarMrunali SundarMrunali SundarMrunali SundarMrunali Sundar
Std - VStd - VStd - VStd - VStd - V
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FACTS

1. Polar bear has white, fluffy fur but their skin is actually black.

2. Dogs can hear sound at a high frequency than humans, allowing

them to hear noises that we can’t.

3. Giant water lilies in the Amazon river can grow over 6 feet in diameter

4. The scientific study of waves is known as acoustics.

5. The water covers 70% of the earth’s surface.

6. Rabbits and parrots can see behind themselves without even moving

their heads!

V. VarshiniV. VarshiniV. VarshiniV. VarshiniV. Varshini
 Std - V Std - V Std - V Std - V Std - V

The flower which I love the most

My favourite flower is Ixora and water lily

One is dark pink and one is sky blue.

Flowers in the world are known for its beauty, brightness and fragrance.

Without flowers the world will not look beautiful.

We should plant more and more saplings in order to yield more flowers

which make the world look beautiful.

Akshaya JayachandranAkshaya JayachandranAkshaya JayachandranAkshaya JayachandranAkshaya Jayachandran
Std - IIIStd - IIIStd - IIIStd - IIIStd - III
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Dinosaur’s visit to my house

I was sleeping in my room peacefully. All of a sudden I heard a roaring
sound. I woke up immediately. I thought it was probably someone
snoring, or even my dog. But then I went near the window of my room
and peeped out. I saw a huge monster. It was a Dinosaur! I didn’t
believe what I saw in the backyard. I felt whether it was real or some
dream. It wasn’t a dream.

I slowly went to my parent’s room, woke them up and told them that
there was a Dinosaur in our backyard. My mom got up and asked me
to go back to sleep. She thought that I was mad, poor was I.  I fetched
my mom and made her look through the window. She was stunned
and was almost paralysed for a few seconds. My father too woke up
and was speechless. He told us that it’s not a carnivore but herbivore.

Then we called the police. They came up with armed vehicles. The
dinosaur was disturbed by the flash lights. It was calm until the police
came. But, then it started running, trying to escape. It destroyed the
path in which it ran, until it reached a vast empty land. At last it was
trapped by the cruel humans.

The researchers said it must be possibly lost in some electromagnetic
storm and had travelled through time. That’s the reason why it was on
the present earth.

But it was really a very unforgettable experience for me. The Dinosaur
was paralysed and was kept in the National Museum. I think of it as a
mistake of nature and I really feel great that I was the person who had

first seen it in my backyard!

CH. Veera VenkateshCH. Veera VenkateshCH. Veera VenkateshCH. Veera VenkateshCH. Veera Venkatesh
Std - IXStd - IXStd - IXStd - IXStd - IX
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Attention – Veggie lovers

1. The most popular vegetable all over the world is potato.

2. Sugar is also made from beetroot just as it is made from sugarcane.

3. Oranges were first grown in China.

4. A pineapple has nothing to do with pines or apples. It is a berry.

5. Tomato is actually a fruit not a vegetable, since it is not sweet, it is

put among vegetables.

6. Mango is the king of fruits.

7. Orange, lemon and amla keep our gums healthy and do not let us

catch cold.

Niranjan VinodNiranjan VinodNiranjan VinodNiranjan VinodNiranjan Vinod
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My adorable season

The season which I like the most is the spring. I like the season because

flowers bloom everywhere, trees shoot new leaves and butterflies flutter

everywhere. In this season it is green everywhere. Not even a single tree

or plant will be dry. I spend a lot of time playing, dancing and singing

during this season.

“Spring has come, spring has come,

Spreading flowers so beautiful.

Spring has come, spring has come,

Making everything so colourful”.

N. HarshitaN. HarshitaN. HarshitaN. HarshitaN. Harshita
Std - IIIStd - IIIStd - IIIStd - IIIStd - III
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Wonderment!!!

Today, children do not play with friends or do creative activities. They
watch television or play video games. Since the television telecasts
everything, our mind stops wondering how things work. Scientists
have proved that watching too much television destroys wonderment.

When Gandhiji was jailed he wondered how to free India from the
British by creatively using non-violence and non – cooperation. He
used wonderment and creativity to defeat the British peacefully. William
Wordsworth wondered about common things like Daffodils. He found
their beauty so uplifting that he wrote “Daffodils”, the world’s famous
poem. Newton’s Laws were born when he wondered about falling apples.
The Wright Brothers wondered how birds fly and the aeroplane was
invented. Edison wondered how light could be made from electricity
and the bulb was invented. Similarly, all great inventions and
discoveries were born out of wonderment.

So, Wonderment + Creativity = Progress !

Keerti SuranaKeerti SuranaKeerti SuranaKeerti SuranaKeerti Surana
Std - VIIStd - VIIStd - VIIStd - VIIStd - VII

TO BE SUCCESSFUL YOU HAVE TO BE DIFFERENT

❖ Believe in yourself! Have faith in your abilities!

❖ Focus on getting better, rather than being good!

❖ Love what you are doing and have great attitude to be successful!

❖ Be open-minded! That will take you on a journey to success!

❖ Success is not the key to happiness! Happiness is the key to success!

Surya RamSurya RamSurya RamSurya RamSurya Ram
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MATH ARTICLE
THE STORY OF “0” (ZERO)

Once there lived a mathemathican named Darrell.  She was just a student

of the Western High School.  She was very intelligent and brave. She

was called mathematician Darrell because she was very keen in maths.

Once she had a weird dream at night.  She imagined herself being a

mathematician and had magical talking with the numbers.  She called

all the numbers for a meeting.  But one main number was missing,

it was zero.  All the other numbers searched for zero but he was nowhere

to be found.  Atlast Darrell found him in the showcase. He was very

sad- looking. So, Darrell asked him, “Why are you sad zero?”  Zero replied,

“I have no value I’m waste.”  Hearing this, Darrell explaind him that, we

need zero to make bigger values like 100, 1000, 10000, etd., If you are

not there, there will be numbers only from 1-9.  Zero now you see you

are worth.  Hearing this, zero felt very proud of him. He was very happy.

V. Dhivya DarshiniV. Dhivya DarshiniV. Dhivya DarshiniV. Dhivya DarshiniV. Dhivya Darshini
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Jokes on Food

What can you never eat for breakfast?
Ans. Lunch and dinner

How did the man get to the sandwich shop?
Ans. He used the subway

Why did the orange stop rolling?
Ans. Because it ran out of juice.

Which is the smallest room in the world?
Ans.  Mush-room

What do bananas do when they meet?
Ans.  A banana shake

What do you get when you add 3 bananas, 2 apples,  cherry and 2
oranges?
And A salad

If a lollipop was 30p and your have bought 5 of them, how much
would you have spent altogether?
Ans.  Some time in the shop of course

Why did the dog stay away from the grill?
Ans Because it didn’t want to be a hot dog.

Why did Bob throw the butter out of the window?
Ans.  He wanted to see the butter fly.

Dev Karthik SuranaDev Karthik SuranaDev Karthik SuranaDev Karthik SuranaDev Karthik Surana
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MOTHER

The moment I entered this world,
You’ve cared for me like no other.
There is only one word to describe you,
That is in every way a ‘PERFECT MOTHER’.
Your warm touch is one of a kind,
So gentle and sends me to sleep.
You are my angel,
Your beauty is always in my eyes.
The way you make me smile,
And the way you play with my hair,
Makes me feel grateful
And am reminded of my gift by God,

The everlasting love of my mother.

By ChandrikaBy ChandrikaBy ChandrikaBy ChandrikaBy Chandrika
          Std - VII          Std - VII          Std - VII          Std - VII          Std - VIISanskrit

Sanskrit – Not a second language, but a great language!

Do you know Sanskrit is still spoken as a main language in some parts
of India?

Yes, Sanskrit is an official language spoken in Uttarkhand. In a village
called Madhur, in Karnataka more than 90% of people know Sanskrit.
In some parts of the villages in Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa,
Karnataka and UttarPradesh people speak Sanskrit as a main language.
Have you heard of Sanskrit Daily News Paper?

Yes, it exists...... It is called “Sudharama”, published in Mysore. Check it
in online too as E-paper!

WHAT A GREAT LANGUAGE SANSKRIT IS !  I  AM PROUD TO BE A
SANSKRIT STUDENT!!

G. NIVEDITHAG. NIVEDITHAG. NIVEDITHAG. NIVEDITHAG. NIVEDITHA
Std - IVStd - IVStd - IVStd - IVStd - IV
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PEACOCK

Our National bird is the peacock. The peacock has bluish green feathers.

The feathers are smooth as velvet.  It likes to show off its beautiful tail.

It spreads out its tails in the shape of a fan.  It dances with its tail out

spread.  Its legs are short, thin and black.  They look quite ugly.  Its eyes

are small and beady.  It is above five feet in length.  Its neck is thin and

graceful.  The peacock dances gracefully.

Vriti Vikas KasatVriti Vikas KasatVriti Vikas KasatVriti Vikas KasatVriti Vikas Kasat
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NATURE (GOD’S GIFT)

The Best gift God has given,
Makes the earth look like heaven.

Flowing rivers, running stream,
From the mountain falls that scream.

Green meadows, large plain,
Sandy desert, enjoyable rain.

Blue great sky with the moon so bright,
Glittering stars that shines in the night.

Trees that dance, Birds that sing,
Flowers that bloom on the green earth’s flooring

Best creation of God is the human being,
Thank you God! Thanks for creating.

S. Samiha SyeedS. Samiha SyeedS. Samiha SyeedS. Samiha SyeedS. Samiha Syeed
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SONG OF THE BOOK WORM

My head is muddled
Full of odd things
Of spaceships and earthworm
Of rabbits and kings
Of dog-poo and fat cats
Of horses with wings
Of parrots and peacok
Of puppets on string
Of monsters and muggles
Of donkeys that sing
Of genies and treasures
Of magical rings
And how did they get there?
The answer is that
They got there through my tummy
For I am a Book Worm
I think Books are yummy

Shreyas SanthoshShreyas SanthoshShreyas SanthoshShreyas SanthoshShreyas Santhosh
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EXAMINATION

Oh!  there comes examination,
Must study with concentration
Mathematics with calculation
English with pronounciation
Physics with its variation
Botany with its plantation
Geograpy with its population
History with its civilization
Chemisty with its equation
So, there is no time for relaxation
Make your life the best
By studying without rest.

K. AishwariyaK. AishwariyaK. AishwariyaK. AishwariyaK. Aishwariya
Std - IXStd - IXStd - IXStd - IXStd - IX
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My Birthday

My Birthday falls on the 13th of November. It is a day special not only for

me but also for all those near to me.  This year my birthday fell on the

day of Diwali. There was celebration every where.  I wore a beautiful

princess dress and my father got me my favourite strawberry cake. We

went out for dinner.  My most liked birthday gift was the Barbie doll

which my uncle had gifted me.  It was a very happy and enjoyable day for

me.

Aparna PillaiAparna PillaiAparna PillaiAparna PillaiAparna Pillai
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Father’s Dreams

When I entered this world,

My father said I would be a man of silver and gold,

Filled with courage of a tiger,

As fast as lighting, can’t be stopped by a shutter,

Moving swift and smooth like butter,

Sharp and scary like a fierce cutter,

And stand against problems like a true fighter,

Showing emotions like an intense writer,

Making others life brighter,

Ignoring knaves like a philospher,

Possessing these traits like a navigator

Has made me sail the life of ship

You have been my protector when I’m asleep

And so I’m standing here, Father to fulfill your dreams!

Nihal SurejNihal SurejNihal SurejNihal SurejNihal Surej
Std - IXStd - IXStd - IXStd - IXStd - IX
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